
How?

■ Improve flavour.
■ Kill bacteria and other microbes.
■ Increase shelf life.
■ Make food more digestible.
Mild heat treatment kills all common 
pathogenic organisms in milk. The most 
resistant organism, the tubercle bacillus 
(TB), is killed by heating milk to 63°C for 10 
minutes. To destroy other substances and 
microorganisms that spoil taste and 
shorten shelf life more intense heat 
treatment is used. 

Heat transfer is the exchange of thermal energy 
between, for example, two fluids. There must be a 
difference in temperature, and heat (heat energy) 
always flows from the warmer fluid to the colder. 

Food heat
transfer
basics

Why?

Tubular heat exchanger (THE) Scraped-surface heat exchanger
(SSHE)

What?

Design/configuration: The product is pumped through a 
cylinder in counter-current flow to the service medium in the 
surrounding jacket. Rotating blades continually remove the 
product from the cylinder wall for uniform heat transfer. 

Food applications: For sticky liquid food, often with high 
viscosity and large particles. The typical use is heat treatment 
of rice pudding.

Design/configuration: THEs have an external shell with one or 
more inner tubes. They are designed for handling liquid food 
with particles and have no metal to metal contact points in the 
product channels. 

Food applications: For liquid food with low to high viscosity 
with or without particles. The typical use is UHT treatment of 
milk.
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Heating or cooling medium

The medium 
in the outer 
shell cools or 
heats the 
product.

The product in the 
cylinder is scraped by 
blades and flows 
down the cylinder.

The medium cools 
or heats in the 
sorrounding jacket.
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Plate heat exchanger (PHE)

Design/configuration: Consists of a pack of corrugated plates 
clamped in a frame. For food processing, the plates are usually 
stainless steel. The plates can have different geometry for 
specific thermal properties and pressure drops. 

Food applications: For liquid food with low viscosity. PHEs are 
typically used for pasteurization of milk.

Every second 
section consists of 
medium which 
heats or cools the 
product.
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Choosing the 
right heat 
exchanger 
depends on 
e.g. product 
viscosity and 
particle size.

Heat exchangers are used for heating and cooling in food processes. 
Simplified, a heat exchanger is made up of two channels separated by 
a partition. The heating medium, often water, flows through one 
channel and the product through the other. Heat is transferred from 
the warmer substance through the partition to the colder substance, 
gradually reducing the difference in temperature until, ultimately, 
equalized.


